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Abstract. In [1]， the conc巴ptof higher differentials in a commutative ring (by means 
of univ邑rsalhigher derivation) was introduced and it was shown that if a geometric 
regular local ring R is r色gular，then the submodule An (R) of A (R) generated by 
elements of degree n over R is R-free. 
In this paper， we shall consider the case where R is a formal power series ring. When 
R is a residu巴 classring k[[Xl， "'，XsJJq jpk[[X1，…， XsJJq where t， q are prime ideals in 
k[[X1， "'， X.1J such that T c q， we hav色 thefollowing result und芭rsome conditions: The 
submodule Aπ(R) of A(R) g邑nerat邑d by elements of degree n over R is R-free if R is 
regular. 
1. Introduction. In the present paper， al rings are commutative rings with identity 
elements. A ring homomorphism will always mean a ring homomorphism which sends 
id叩 tityel四 lentto identity el巴ment.
Let R be a ring. By an R-module we understand an R-module in which lR， the 
identity element of R， operates as the identity operator. 
A ring A will be callεd an R-algebra if R is an operator domain of A and th邑reexist 
a ring homomorphism f from R into A such that the operation on A of an element rER is 
given by the rule 円 a=f(r)αfora己A.f is called the structural homomorphism. Let P be 
a ring and let R be a P-algebra. A higher P-derivation from R into A is a family {dn}nミo
of P-linear mappings from R into an R-algeb四 A such that 
( i) dOa=a.lA for every aER， 
(ii) dn(ab) = I dia.dn-ib for every a，bER and n孟1.
0三二i三二持
Let A be an R-alg邑braand 1εt {dn}再三obe 呂 higher P-derivation from R into A. We 
call A (together with {dn}n乙0) a higher differential algebra of R over P， when the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
( 1) As an R-algebra， A is generated by the elements d勺 (aER，nミ0)over R. 
(2) For any higher P-derivation {on}nとofrom R into an R-algεbra N， there exists an 
R-algebra homomorphism伊 fromA into N which satisfies 
0" <pdn for nミ0・
In Proposition 1 of [1]， itw昌salready shown that， for any ring P and P-algebra 
R， there邑xistsa higher differential algebra of R over P and it is uniquely determined up 
to an R-algebra isomorphism. 
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From now on， we shall denote by Ap (R) a higher differential algebra of R over P 
and by {dl:，p}nとothe associated higher P-derivation from R into AP(R). 
Denote by A~(R) the R-submodule of Ap(R) generated by the elements 
(dbpGI)Y1 ・・・ (dtpas)TS
over R where a;'s run through R and h/s and r;'s are non negative integers such that 
h1rl+…+h.r;，=n for some s二三1.
Denoting by Z the ring of rational integers， any ring R can be seen as a Z-algebra 
with the structural homomorphism g: Zー →Rdefined by g(m) =m・1RくmεZ).We shall 
write' Az (R) simply A (R). 
2. The higher differential algebra of a formal power series ring. 
PROPOSITION. Let R=P[[X，Jhu be a formal ρower series ring in indeterminates Xぇ
(.<ξA) over P. Then， introducing neωindeterminates Xl，n (.<EA， n孟1)，the higher differential 
algebra， 01 R over P is given by the ρolynomial ring A=R[[Xl，nJhe，!，nミ1over R and 
associated higher P-derivation {dn}is given by 
d"X1=Xl，n for .<巴Aand n孟O
where X"o stands for X1. 
PROOF. We can obtain this proof in almost the same way as Proposition 7 in [lJ. 
Therefore we omit the proof. 
COROLLARY. 1f R is formal power series ring over P， then As (R) is a free R-module 
for every n孟O.
Let k be a field of characteristic p and denote by ko the prime field contained in k. 
Let B be the formal power series ring k [[Xl;"， XsJJ in s indeterminates over k， let tCq be 
prime ideals of B and set S=Bq 
Let R be a residue class ring of S with respect to tS. 
LEMMA 1. With the notations as above， if R is regular and k is finitely generated 
over ko， then An(R) is R-free for every n孟0，Furthermore， forρ>0. if R is regular and 
k finitely generated over a field kq for some q=pm(m>O) then An(R) is Rてfreefor 
every n<q. 
PROOF. Denoting by 9( the maximal ideal qS/tS of R， we shall show that 
A n (R) /9(r A n (R) ~ A n (R/9(S)③ (RI9(r) 
R 
for every r:孟1and s孟n+r.
In fact， by Proposition 3 in [lJ ， 
An(RI9(s) =An(R)IVnω 
where V"ω=: _I._ Ai (R) dn-i9(S with dn-l = d~--:t 
0孟i三時
It is clear that for h孟n，dn9(hC9("-nAn(R) from the proof of Proposition 7 in [1J. Hence 
V" (s) C9(r A "(R) for every s孟n十 r.
Therefore we have 
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An(Rjヲド)② (Rj'JI_r) ~ A n(RjiJI.s) jiJI." A n (R/決S)
R 
三三(An(R) j Vn(S))j (宮~rA n(R) / Vn(叫)
~An(R)j況"An(R) ー
" 
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Since R is a regular local ring containing k， the completion R of R contains a field Kコko
ノヘ
(K Rj況)and R主主K[[YJJ where K[[ Y1J is the ring of formal power series in Yl，…，Yt over 
K. 
Therefore 
戸、^
RjiJI.'主主Rj'f(ア主 K[[Y]]/(Y)' r主1.
Hence， for every s孟η+κW巴 have
A"(R)jmγA"(R) 主主 An(K[~YJ]/ (y)s) ③ (K[[ Yl]/ ( Y)") 
Kl:Y~1 
主主 A" (K[[ Yj]) / (Y)r A"(K[[ YJ) 
~ A"(K[[YJ) @ K[[ Y]]/ A"(K[[YJl) @ (Y)" 
Dn n~ 
~ A" (K[[ Y]J，)② (K[[ Yj]/ ( Y)つ.
KC[η] 
By Proposition 5 in [1 J ， we have 
A"(K[[YJ) ニルI(K @ ko[ YJ) =⑦ Ai(K) @ A'弘一色(ん[[YJl). 
ko 0三玉z三五n ko 
Since， by the Corollary of Proposition A印(K[[Y]J) is clearly a free K[[ YJJ-module for 
every n孟0，AI/(K[[YlJ)③ (K[[YJ]/(Y)r) is a free K[[Y]]/(Y)"-modul色 forevery nミo
K':Yjr 
and rミ1. This implies that An(R)jiJI."An(R) is RjiJI.'-fre巴 for every 1'1ミoand r~三1. Since 
k is finitely gen巴ratedover ko and R is finitely generated over k， An (R) is a finite 
R-module for every η二三O.
Hence， our呂ssertionis obtained by Lemma 4 in [lJ . 
Ifρ>0 and k is finitely generat巴dover kq， then by Proposition 4 and Proposition 10 
in [lJ ， we havε 
An(R) = An kq CR) 
for n<q and A nkq (R) is a finite R-module. Hence the assertion follows from Lemma 4 in [lJ . 
Let t=担。ζtlC.. ctt=q be a maximal chain of prime ideals between T and q in B. Let 
kl be a field cotaining al the coefficients of formal power s世主ieslivi(X) (i=O，l，..t)， where 
{f山i(X) } V1EA is a base for 杭 andlet B/ =k'[[X1，"'， XsJl， t/ =初 1B' (i=O，l，…，t)， 5ノ=B'q'
and R' = 5' jt'5'. 
LEMMA 2. Notations beingαsαbo匂e，ωeαssume that B isαγz integγα1 extension 01 
B'. 11 R is regulαγ， then R' is γegular. 
PROOF. First， we show that dim R=dim R仁 SinceB is integral over Bぺwehave 
height q=height qnB〆and height Tニ heighttnBノー
Then we get 
dim R = dim 5jt5 = height q-height Tニ t
= height qnB'-height t日B'= dim 5ノ/t'51= dim Rノ.
Let gl，・"，gt be maximal set of generators of maximal ideal沢 ofR. 
Since q is the ideal with a base consisting of forrnal power series in k' [[Xl，"・，Xs]，we can 
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assume that gl，.，gtE'1l.' and (gl;・，gt)R'='1l.'where '1l.' is a maximal ideal of R'. Thus R' 
is regular. 
THEOREM. Notations and assumρti・'onsbeing as in Lemma 2. We assume that k' is 
finitely generated over kCJ in the case ch(k)>O and over ko in the case ch(k) =0. If the 
local ring R is regular， then An(R) is a free R.module for every n孟O.
PROOF. Now， we consider the ρ>0 and the caseρ=0 separately. 
In the case p>o. Let r be aρ.base of k and L1 a finite subset of r such that k' = 
が(L1)contains a1 the coefficients of formal power series of呂 basefor t; (i = 0，1，…，t) ， 
where q=pm (m註1).We put k"=かくFー の.
First we sha11 show that k"③ R'-R. Denoting by (Xl，.，X.) the residue c]ass巴sof 
kq 
(X1，…，Xs) modulo t'， we have 
Q(R') = k'((Xl，…，Xs) 
where Q(Rつandkγ(X!，…，X.) are the quotient field of R' and k"[[Xl， •.， xs] respectively. 
Since， by Lemma 2 in [1]， r is q.independent over kq， kノ andk" are linearly disjoint 
over kq. By (22.3) in [3J ， k=k'k" and k〆(Xl，'.，XS)are linearly disjoint over k〆 Hence
k" and k'((Xl，…，Xs) are linearly disjoint over kq， thus we have 
k"③R'~三k"Rノ(二R
kq 
On the other hand， let a/b (αεB/t， bεB/t....q/t) be an element of R. Then we can write 
α=2αiCU， b = 2 sjbj 
with瓦己Bノ/t'，bj時q'/t' and ai， sjεk". Since 7J'I =勾/b/EB'/t〆-q'/t'， we have 
a/b =αbq-1/b匂εk"(B' /T')q' /t' = k" R'. 
Hence k"③ R' -R. Next， we shall show An(R) is R.free for n<q. 
kq 
In fact， by Proposition 5 in [lJ ， we have 
AnくR)=Ankq(R)= EB {Aikq(kつ@An-¥q(Rつ}
O三玉z三n kq 
in which each A¥q(k") = Aiゆっ isk仁 freeand each An-'kq (Rつ= A'H(R〆)is R人freeby 
Lemma 1. Hence each summand AI(kつ@An-i(R') is R.free. 
Therefore An(R) is R.free for n<q. Thus An(R) is R.free for every n孟O.
In the case p=o. Since R is regular， by Lemma 2， Rノ isregular. 
Hence， by Lemma L An(RつisR' .free for every nミO.Let A be the trancendency base 
of k over k' and let k =ん(A). Since k' and k are linearly disjoint over ko， k and 
k'((Xl，…，Xs) are linearly disjoint over ko by an argument as in the caseρ>0. Hence we have 
R -k@R' 
ko 
where R=k R'. Therefore， by Proposition 5 in [1] ， we have 
A"(R) = EB {Ai(k)@Aト i(Rつ}
0;玉z三五時 ko 
proving that An(R) is R.free for every n孟O.We sha11 now show that 
A(R) = R@A(R) 
R 
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which implies that An(R) is R-free for nミO.Let us put R*=RCkJ . 
First， ifk is finite algebraic over k" = kノk，then k = k" (a) for some日巴kand we have 
R*=R[日J. Hence， by Lemma 1 in [IJ ， we have 
A(R*)=R*② A (R). 
R 
Next， ifk is not finite over k"， ther官官xistsa family {ム}of finite algebraic extensions 
over k" and k= U ム.As is shown above， A(R，*) = R，* c29 A(R) and the associated 
R 
higher ko-derivation {d，"}n孟ofrom R，* into R，* c29 A(R) is uniquely determined by 
R 
{d;-b }珂ミ;0and the following diagram is commuta~ive ， 
~・ '"0
J h;IH R ~， Rj. ".. R 
~L^ i~p 
j dL。 J4*jd;
ん叫日 会~ h:.1C291 ~ A(亙)~F ‘ R/ (Z) A (R)..!:._ι→ R，*②A(R) 
R R 
where U， (印)= 1③印 andg* is the canonical injection Rー →R，*.
Accordingly we have a direct system {R，*守A(R)， h*μc29 l} and 
R 
A(R*) = lim R，*C29 A CR). '"三沢*C29A(R).
R R 
Since R* is a subring of R containing B. R is a quotient ring of R*. 
Hence， by Proposition 8 in [1J ， we have 
AくR)=RC29A(R，町二三RC29A (R). 
R* R 
This completes the proof. 
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